ESSENTIALS
Challenge

PRIVATE EQUITY BACKED, FLORIDA BASED HEALTHCARE
GROUP OPTS FOR GM SECTEC MANAGED SECURITY AND
ASSESSMENT SERVICES

Healthcare group required a proactive
managed security solution that could
maintain pace with the increasing
regulatory requirements, cyber threats
and leverage a Security Analytics and
monitoring platform that would ensure
seamless retrieval of backup data.

The CEO’s vision for a Florida based Healthcare group is to transform care delivery
by combining physical-led care models with cutting-edge technology. With over
15 health entities and rapidly growing, their integrated primary care provider
network treats more than 250,000 patients annually and has over 27,000 Medicare
Advantage members.

Solutions

With recent backing from a Private Equity firm, the Healthcare group shifted
geographic operational strategy from just the Southeast to national, and
significantly expanded their corporate M&A strategy. Building an operational,
standardized, and scalable Cybersecurity program for both existing entities and the
onboarding of new acquisitions is fundamental to the strategy.

• Secure Data Backup and Recovery
with GM Sectec DataPreserve
powered by Metallic.
• Managed detection response and
Recovery Services with SIEMaaS.
• Multiple environments including
Office365, Active Directory,
Endpoint, Databases, File Servers
and Virtual Machines.
• 24x7x365 Operational Surveillance
from four Critical Incident Response
and Replication Centers (CIRRCs).

Key Benefits
• Flexibility: open architecture
systems and cloud based with
security by design.
• Simplicity: Single-click widgets,
intuitive tasks, and quick commands
enable operators to make fast and
informed decisions.
• Smart: intelligent analysis tools
will detect inconsistencies and use
automatic alerts.

Results
• Strengthened and standardized the
security program
• Augmented IT and ITSEC resource
teams and capabilities
• Aligned and planned the
Cybersecurity budget and priorities
to meet current operations and the
needs of each new acquisition

The Customer Challenge

Understanding the challenge of building and managing all aspects of their
cybersecurity program, securing new acquisitions, and operating with a small
IT and ITSEC team, the Healthcare group’s management embarked on finding a
leading Cybersecurity provider who could offer a combination of managed security
services. The IT leadership team evaluated services providers with solutions
for Security Monitoring, Detection and Response, Secure Backup and Recovery,
Endpoint to Azure protection, Email security and authentication, and other core
managed security services.
Since each new acquisition has its own technology and security stack,
standardization, consolidation, and scalability were of strategic importance. One
example is the need to standardize a secure backup for EMR and ePHI data and
files for one-year as required by HIPAA standards.

The GM Sectec Solution
After evaluating multiple Managed Security Services providers, the CIO lead
committee concluded that most providers had a high level for monitoring and
detection, different levels of response and non-existent backup and recovery. GM
Sectec was the only MSSP to provide the essential combination of Monitoring,
Detection, Response and Recovery. The Healthcare group selected GM Sectec to
provide GM Sectec SIEMaaS with Security Analytics and GM Sectec DataPreserve
powered by Metallic.
The Heathcare group also valued GM Sectec’s set of four global, state-of-the-art
remote monitoring centers, (Critical Incident Response and Replication Centers
(CIRRC)), that help to ensure cybersecurity diligence, operational system health,
and persistent, data protection resiliency. The centers are staffed with multitier teams of security and threat analysts, for 24x7 Eyes on Glass, with realtime network telemetry, threat hunting and intelligence capabilities. GM Sectec
DataPreserve powered by Metallic protects all data and file backups with air
gapping, data isolation, immutability (cannot not change), anomaly detection, and
encryption with GM Sectec Operational Surveillance.

CONTACT US
To learn more about how GM Sectec can help solve your business and
security challenges, visit us at www.GMSECTEC.com – or contact us at:
T. 787-620-5260

F. 787-620-5544

E. info@gmsectec.com

